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thatmodelfrom
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politicalorderintoa savagecritique
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to andcelebration
wasdetermined
to restore
thedignityof art,a
of revolution.
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hebelieved
tohavebeenlostin thepursuitof base,commercial
butthisdetermination
dignity
considerations;
shouldnotbeconfused
withtheideaofartfor art'ssake.Instead,hewishedtorenewartin a socialist,even
senseas theparadigm
communist,
offree,productive
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experience
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hisconviction
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ofsucha transformation.
Withhis magnum opus, Wagner
to 'makeclearto themenof theRevolution
the
wrote,he intended
in its noblestsense'.
meaning of thatRevolution,
ABSTRACT.

I
The genesis of Richard Wagner's Ring of theNibelungwas arduous. From his first
plans, conceived in the white heat of the revolutionary excitement of 1848,
in 1874, work
through to the completion of the full score of Gdtterdiimmerung
more
than
a
of
a
in
Swiss
Disillusionment
exile would
spanned
quarter
century.
colour Wagner's conception of the work, as would his reading of Arthur
Schopenhauer's The worldas will and representation,
yet the greater part of Wagner's
intentions
endured.
This
article
seeks
original
not, however, to address the politics
dramatized in the Ring itself, but rather to examine Wagner's early conception of
music-drama and its intellectual background, in order to highlight the ambition
of his attempts to renew Attic tragedy, and the explicitly political sense in which
they must be understood.
But first, it is worth saying a few words about what is new about such an
approach. Whilst it is certainly not my intention to claim that Wagner's
theoretical writings are ultimately as important as his dramas, I do consider
them to be worth attention both in their own right and for the light they shed
* I shouldliketo thankthe
followingfortheircommentsandadvice:TimBlanning,AliceWood,
andGavinKelly.
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upon the dramas - in this case, above all, the Ring. It is far from unprecedented
to look at the prose works, but it is more unusual than one might suspect for them
to be taken seriously, let alone as seriously as they deserve. Not the least of
reasons for this is the use or abuse made of Wagner by National Socialism,
and, before that, by the strange group of 'Bayreuth Idealists', who took the
Master's pronouncements - in fact, only carefully selected examples of his pronouncements - as holy writ. The tradition of Bayreuth Idealism, which fed into
National Socialism, was to present as the essence of the Master's teachings a
timeless, pessimistic Schopenhauerian philosophy, upon which one often finds
grafted a peculiar brand of neo-Romantic German nationalism. The political
activism, born of the Young Hegelian movement, of the period with which we are
concerned was at best considered to have been superseded, and was often simply
ignored.
Such attitudes were, if anything, strengthened during the years following the
Second World War, as various commentators, some of whom had been perfectly
willing to acquiesce in National Socialist 'interpretations' of the dramas, sought
now to divest them of any dangerous 'messages'. Curt von Westernhagen
declared as late as the 1970s that 'directors who deem themselves progressive
when they transform the Ring back into a drama with a "message " have no idea
how regressive this approach is in relation to the genesis of the work itself.' Such
remarks beg the question as to why anyone, least of all their author, should wish
to write an essay entitled Wagneras a writer,were the composer's writings ultimately of so little import.1 Westernhagen is ever at pains to argue, in defiance of
internal and external evidence, that Wagner had no profound acquaintance with
radical political ideas, and that even if he had done, this would matter little for the
music-dramas themselves.2
Wagner's voluminous prose writings represent far more than a 'pathology' of
which he needed to rid his system prior to composition - although there is contained a grain of truth in his claim.3 It is not difficult to understand why the
fugitive Wagner, petitioning the king of Saxony for an amnesty that would allow
him to return to Germany, would thus wish to play down his more revolutionary
writings, of which more below. Yet the 'pathological' claim is quoted uncritically
and out of context by many commentators, that they might be left free to ignore
Wagner's prose writings and to superimpose their own readings upon his dramas.
Robert Donington, for instance, is perfectly entitled to present a Jungian interpretation of the Ring, but such an interpretation is not necessarily congruent
with Wagner's; nor, even, does it necessarily benefit from curt dismissal of his

1C. von Westernhagen,'Wagneras a writer',trans.C. Williams,in TheWagner
companion,
ed. P. BurbidgeandR. Sutton(NewYork,1979),p. 349.
2 See,e.g.,C. vonWesternhagen,
trans.M.Whittall(Cambridge,
Wagner,
Wagners
1978),andRichard
DresdenerBibliothek(Wiesbaden, 1966).
3 Petition to the king of Saxony, 16 May 1856; reprinted ('Die Begnadigung Richard Wagners')

in M. Gregor-Dellin,
Richard
SeinLeben,
seinJahrhundert
(Munich,1980),p. 872.
Wagner:
seinWerk,
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theoretical writings.4 It is, in fact, no exaggeration to see in Wagner's prose works
one of the most important contributions of the mid-nineteenth century to Hegelian
aesthetics, not to mention their role in presaging so much of what Nietzsche has
to say on the subject. Many of Wagner's writings are explicitly political in their
concerns, for Wagner was emphatically not a revolutionary solely for the sake of
art. It is absurd to claim that the philosophy of Wagner, creator of the torrential
revolutionary catechism, Revolution,'had no meaning save in so far as it served the
theatre ... to discover new means of [theatrical] expression'.5 The relationship is
far more dialectical; and such a dichotomy is in any case unsustainable for a man
with so expressly political a conception of the theatre, unsustainable for a man in
whose work theory and practice are so inextricably intertwined.
There have always, of course, been other voices to be heard, even if they have
often been crying in something of a wilderness. George Bernard Shaw is an early
example of a writer who took Wagner seriously in political terms. His socialist
interpretation of the Ringis one-sided, to say the least, but it still has much of value
to impart to a present-day audience. However, Shaw confined himself to the
dramas rather than considering the enormous theoretical efforts that lay behind
them. Such a course of action might conceivably have led him toward a greater
appreciation of the complexities of what he presented as a rather narrow,
almost Fabian allegory, 'collapsing' in Gdtterddmmerung
under the weight of
influence.6
have
And
it
could
failed, had Shaw been
Schopenhauer's quietist
hardly
to
instil
a
of
what
music-drama
receptive,
greater appreciation
actually meant to
of
how
his
of
the
form
was
Wagner,
very conception
intrinsically and explicitly
political.
Theodor Adorno wrote his VersuchiuberWagner('Essay on Wagner', rather
oddly translated as In searchof Wagner)in I937 and 1938, although it was not
published until 1952. Adorno had much to say that was extremely perceptive, but
he was also often blinded by a personal antipathy towards the composer, admitting
as much in a letter to Walter Benjamin.' This antipathy, fuelled by the appropriations and deeds of National Socialism, led Adorno to see Wagner as a far more
reactionary figure, rather in the mould of the 'official' German conception, than
closer examination allows. Adorno was not particularly interested to investigate
the role of Ludwig Feuerbach or other members of the Young Hegelian movement, or indeed of origins in general. In the Versuch
iiberWagner,Adorno mentions
Feuerbach just twice: first in the strange description enpassant of Wagner's early
as 'Feuerbachian' ('Young German' would be far more
opera Das Liebesverbot
and
in
second
a
apt),
quotation from Wagner, without further comment.8
themusic
andthemyth
'Ring'anditssymbols:
(3rdedn,LondonandBoston,
4 R. Donington,Wagner's
1974), P. 32.

his lifeinhiswork,trans.M. M. Bozman (New York, 1931),p. 226.
P5 . Bekker,RichardWagner:
a commentagy
6 G. B. Shaw,Theperfect
on heNiblung's
Wagnerite:
ring(4thedn,London,1923),pp.83-5.
7 Letterof 2 Aug.1938,in H. Lonitz,ed., TheodorAdorno
thecomplete
andWalter
correspondence,
Benjamin:

I928-194o,

trans. N. Walker

(Cambridge,

1999),

p. 265.

8 T. W. Adorno, In searchof Wagner,trans. R. Livingstone (London and New York, 199I), pp. II, 139.
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Latterly, the field has been greatly muddied by the seemingly endless and
certainly fruitless debate over Wagner and anti-Semitism, especially the claims
that anti-Semitism is rife in the dramas themselves. Sensationalist accounts are
legion; more balanced treatments are rare.9 Whatever one's views upon this
particular question, it is extremely distorting for it to have become the only or
even the most important question. Some writers, for example Udo Bermbach and
Jean-Jacques Nattiez, have recognized this, but there remains much to be said.
Nattiez, for example, is concerned primarily with addressing the important
question of androgyny in Wagner. No one, however, would contend that this is
any more the only question about Wagner than anti-Semitism might be.lo
Bermbach, a political scientist rather than an historian, is often more interested in
relating Wagner to the great themes of political theory than in paying close
attention to the particular historical context within which Wagner was writing.
A greater shortcoming lies in Bermbach's refusal to accept the influence of
Schopenhauer on the Ring, but that lies beyond the scope of the present study.11
My treatment of Wagner's conception of music-drama aims to contribute to a
more explicitly historicalre-evaluation of Wagner's thought. The philosophy expressed in the dramas themselves is of great importance, but the ideas examined
here are not an inappropriate place to start.
II
It would be fruitless to argue about whether Wagner's conception of theatre was
backward- or forward-looking, for it was both. He aimed not at a restorationof
tragedy, but at its renewal.
Goethe once wrote that Shakespeare combined old and new to an 'extravagant' degree: whilst each character 'must' (Greek fate, or tragic necessity), he also
'willed' (modern subjectivity).12Much the same could be said of Wagner. On a
broader canvas, it might justifiably be claimed that the abiding problem of
modern political philosophy has been how to reconcile the apparently idyllic
'The questionof anti-Semitism',
9 On the 'balanced'sideof the equation,see D. Borchmeyer,
trans.S. Spencer,in U. MullerandP. Wapnewski,
handbook,
eds.,Wagner
Eng.trans.ed.J. Deathridge
anti-Semitism
Richard
sideofgenius:
(Harvard,i992),in particular
Wagner's
pp. 173-6.J. Katz,Thedarker
extreme
(Hanover,NH, andLondon,1986),alsofallsinto thatcategory.A recentand particularly
Hitler:the
involvedin muchwritingon thissubjectisJ. K6hler,Wagner's
exampleof the distortions
andhisdisciple,
includeP. L. Rose,Wagner:
trans.R. Taylor(Cambridge,
prophet
2000). Otherexamples
revolution
andrace(London,1992), and H. Zelinsky,'Die "feuerkur"
des RichardWagneroderdie
durch"Vernichtung"
"neuereligion"der"Erl6sung"
', in H.-K.MetzgerandR. Riehn,eds.,Richard
wieanti-semitisch
sein?(Munich, 1978).
Wagner:
darfeinKiinstler
10J.-J. Nattiez, Wagnerandrogyne,trans. S. Spencer (Princeton, 1993)RichardWagners'DerRing desNJibelungen'
n U. Bermbach, Der Wahndes Gesamtkunstwerk:
(Berlin, 1989).
See also 'Die Destruktionder Institutionen:Zum politischenGehalt des "Ring"', in U. Bermbach,
dereignenWelt:RichardWagners'
DerRingdesNibelungen'
ed., In denTriimmern
(Berlinand Hamburg,1989),
pp.

I 1-44.

12 J. W. von Goethe, 'Shakespeare und kein Ende!', in D. Borchmeyer et al., eds., SiimtlicheWerke,

Tagebiicherund Gesprdche(39 vols. in 43, Frankfurt, 1985-99),

XIX, pp. 641-5.
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communal integration of Hellenic life and the post-Classical or Christian conception of subjectivity. For the Lutheran Hegel, liberal at least in the sense of
upholding the priesthood of all believers, modern political rule rested on the
consent of rational selves, whereas in the immediate unity of the polis, laws had
been obeyed simply because they were the laws of the polis. For Hegelians and
Romantics alike, politics or anti-politics could never be sufficient in a world that
had to provide for a non-public life. The problem was that, as Rousseau had
pointed out in the first chapter of Emile, man in civil society was 'ever in contradiction with himself, ever floating between his duties and his desires; he will never
be man or citizen, being good for neither one nor the other'.13 Yet 'the Greeks',
Wagner wrote, 'knew no superlative of "free"'. Only through the superlative
of freedom's negation, 'through dehumanization, can we come today to full
knowledge, owing to the highest necessity, of freedom'.14
Firmly in the tradition of German idealist aesthetics, Wagner saw the Athenian
polis as an embodiment of harmony between the individual and society, private
and public. Its art was not merely part of this, but the most important part, its
supreme manifestation. The Greek state itself, according to Schiller, had been a
political work of art, in contrast to the abstraction of the modern bureaucratic
state. Arnold Ruge, a socialist contemporary of Wagner and a co-founder with
Marx of the Deutsch-franzdsische
Jahrbiicher('German-French annals'), extolled
the Greeks as 'those utterly political humans ... neither prosaic nor unphilothe
sophical'.15 Later in life, Wagner recalled a reading of IEschylus's Agamemnon
'I
declare
in
that
to
be
the
most
previous evening:
every way,
perfect thing
religious, philosophic, poetic, artistic. One can put Shakespeare's histories beside

it, but he had no Athenian state, no Areopagusas a final resort'.16Art, then, was
'public' in the truest sense of the word. Wagner contended that, for 'the Greeks,
it [art] was present in the public consciousness, whereas today it is present only in
the consciousness of individuals, meaning nothing to the unconscious public'.
Greek art was conservative, whereas its renewal must needs be 'revolutionary,
since it exists only in opposition to the existing public'.17 Whilst the Attic drama
of princes and their sufferings had tended to legitimize the contemporary
order, Wagner grasped his predecessors' mantle for the sake of politico-aesthetic
revolution.
Whilst Greek tragedy had been 'generically national', the artwork of the
future would represent the second of the 'two principal moments in mankind's
complutes
1"J.-J. Rousseau, 'Emile ou l'iducation', in B. Gagnebin and M. Raymond, eds., fEuvres
(5 vols., Paris, 1959-95), Iv, pp. 249-50.
14 R. Wagner, 'Das Kiinstlertumder Zukunft',in R. Sternfeldand H. von Wolzogen, eds., Sdmtliche
undDichtungen
(16vols. in Io, Leipzig, 1912-14)(henceforthSS),xII,p. 255.
Schriften
15 A. Ruge, 'Hegel's "Philosophyof Right" and the politics of our times', trans.J. A. Massey, in
L. S. Stepelevich,ed., TheYoungHegelians:
an anthology
(Cambridge,1983), p. 212.
16 C. Wagner, CosimaWagner's
diaries,ed. M. Gregor-Dellinand D. Mack, trans.G. Skelton(2 vols.,
London, 1978-80), n, 24June i88o, p. 495.
17 Wagner, 'Die Kunst und die Revolution', in SS, inI,p. 28.
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development ... the un-national, universal'."s The Athenian spectator had been
reconciled with 'the most noble and profound principles of his people's consciousness'; Wagner's post-revolutionary audience would celebrate its membership of 'free humanity', a 'nobler universalism'." Such 'universalism' should not
be confused with Parisian 'cosmopolitanism'. Wagner's hopes may be seen instead as a radical extension of ideas voiced in Schumann's review of Chopin's
piano concertos, written for the Neue Zeitschrift
fir Musik, which Wagner is therefore likely to have known. Evidence of 'extreme nationalism' marked 'all of
Chopin's earlier works'.
But art demands more. The parochial concerns of the homeland had to give way to the
interestsof the outside world. The physiognomyis no longer too specificallySlavic in his
later works, and tends little by little toward that universalideal picturedfor us most congenially by the heavenly Greeks ... We said 'little by little', for he should never entirely
deny his origin. But the more he distanceshimselffrom it, the more significantwill he be
for the art as a whole.20
Such remarks should be understood in the context of a widespread belief amongst
many contemporary German, particularly Hegelian, thinkers of the 'universal'
nature of Germany's historical mission (a belief which may be traced back at
least as far as Herder).21 For instance, Moses Hess, the 'first German communist'
and certainly no 'nationalist' in any Romantic or v6lkischsense, declared: 'We
Germans are the most universal, the most European people in Europe'.22
Germany - and we see this even in early essays by Wagner - had the peculiar
ability, indeed imperative, to synthesize developments from other nations, and to
bring them to their conclusion.23
On a more 'social' level of'universality', Adorno would subsequently note that
bourgeois opera carried out many of the same functions that film would later
undertake, including 'the presentation of the body of common knowledge to the
masses'.24 And, as Carl Dahlhaus pointed out, music, in the wake of the French
Revolution, had more generally been 'confronted with the obligation to ... become democratic and popular ... opera, from Mehul and Cherubini onwards,
and the symphony, in Haydn's last works and in Beethoven, addressed themselves
to "the people"', or to mankind.25 Wagner, however, sought to create something
18 Wagner,'Das Kunstwerk
der

Zukunft',in SS,III,p. 61i.

19 Wagner, 'Die Kunst und die Revolution', pp. 30, 23, 29.
20 R. Schumann, 'Chopin's piano
onmusic:a
concertos', in H. Pleasants,trans. and ed., Schumann
selectionfrom the writings(revised edn, New York, 1988), p. 114.
21 See, e.g., F. Meinecke, Cosmopolitanism
and thenationalstate, trans. R. B. Kimber (Princeton, 1970).
22 M. Hess, 'Die europaische
und
Triarchie', in A. Cornu and W. M6nke, eds., Philosophische

Schriften
sozialistische
I837-i850 (Berlin,i96i), p. 28.
in
23 See, e.g.,Wagner,'Die deutscheOper',in SS,xi, pp. 1-4; 'Uberdeutsches
Musikwesen',

SS,I,pp. 149-66.
24 T. W. Adorno, 'Bourgeois opera', in D. Levin, ed., Opera throughother eyes (Stanford, 1994),

pp. 31-2.
25C. Dahlhaus,Between
LosAngeles,and
Romanticism
andmodernism,
trans.M. Whittall(Berkeley,
London, 1980), p. 98.
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- settings of
more than what he saw to be the empty 'historical' -'cinematic'?
Parisian
works of
as
associated
above
all
with
the
grand opera,
wildly popular
Giacomo Meyerbeer. There are important parallels with Liszt's plans for the
church music of the future. Paul Merrick's summary of the contents of an article
by Liszt could, with relatively little modification, pertain equally well to the
Wagnerian artwork of the future: 'contempt for the Church as it then stood; a
republican outlook combined with the concept of the people as a religious entity;
the belief that religious music should reach the masses, if necessary outside the
Church; an ardent belief in the dawn of a new age for humanity'.26 Although
by church music, Liszt writes, only 'the music executed during the sacred ceremonial ... is generally understood, I use it here in its most comprehensive
signification ... Come, o hour of deliverance, when poets and musicians, forgetting the "public", will only know one motto, "The People and God!"',,27 Early
socialism attempted at least as much positively to found a new religion as to react
to the challenges of the Industrial and French Revolutions.
Wagner's artwork of the future should be seen very much in this tradition and
also in that of the equally millenarian Oldestsystematic
of Germanidealismof
programme
to
the
Friedrich
1796 (attributed variously
Schelling, or Friedrich
young Hegel,
The writer sought to
and
its
Romantic
of
the
senses'.
Holderlin)
'religion
enthrone poetry as 'the teacherof humanity':
Until we have made ideas aesthetic, i.e. mythological,they will have no interestfor the
people. Conversely, before mythology is rational, the philosopher must be ashamed of
it ... Hence ... mythology must become philosophical... and philosophy must become
mythological... eternal unity will reign among us ... Only then can we expect equal developmentof all powers, of each individualas well as all individuals... A higher spiritsent
from heaven must establishthis new religionamong us. It will be the last and greatestwork
of humanity.28
Wagner would readily have assented, if perhaps in more materialist tones, to the
German Romantic notion, particularly associated with Friedrich Schlegel, of the
artist as a 'Christ' of his culture, mediating between the divine and human.29
Moreover, Ludwig Feuerbach, perhaps the most important of the Young
Hegelian writers in general and certainly the most influential so far as Wagner
was concerned, had declared that the task of philosophy, and knowledge in general, lay 'not in leading away from sensuous, that is real, objects, but rather in
leading towards them'. It was necessary to combat the mystification which radicals of the i83os and I84os considered to have been perpetrated by the Romantics
26 P. Merrick,Revolution
andreligion
inthemusic
1987),p. 19.
ofLiszt(Cambridge,
27 F. Liszt,'On futurechurchmusic',in L. Ramann,FranzLiszt:artist
andman,818-184o,trans.
E. Cowdery(2vols.,London,1882),I,pp. 384-5.
28 'The oldestsystematic
of Germanidealism',in F. C. Beiser,ed. andtrans.,Theearly
programme
Romantics
political
writings
oftheGerman
slightlymodified).
(Cambridge,
1996),pp.4-5 (translation
29 F. von Schlegel, Dialogue on poetry and literaryaphorisms,trans. and ed. E. Behler and R. Struc
(University Park, PA, 1968), pp. 53-5.
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and by Hegel; what had been transferred to a transcendent heaven must be
brought down to earth. Thus, Feuerbach went on, philosophy's task was not to
transform objects into idea, but rather to render 'visible ... objects that are
invisible to ordinary eyes'. This, however, required 'communication and conversation between man and man ... Two human beings are needed for the
generation of man - of the spiritual as well as of the physical man; the community
of man with man is the first principle of truth and generality'.30
Such words struck a ready chord with Wagner, already influenced in the wish
to 'detranscendentalize' by 'Young German' writers such as Heine, Ludwig
Borne, and Heinrich Laube. Laube, indeed, had published some of Wagner's
first articles in his Leipzig Zeitungfir die eleganteWelt, and it was through Laube
that Wagner had first met Heine in Paris.31 The 'victory of free sensualism
over puritanical hypocrisy', as Wagner described it in his Autobiographical
sketch
for Laube's Zeitung,had left its mark upon the earlier dramas of Das Liebesverbot
Feuerbach's kindred yet more constructive
('The ban on love') and Tannhiiuser.32
vision of human 'communication and conversation' would now lay squarely
behind Wagner's wish not only to rebel against restrictive Biedermeier mores
but to create a 'new religion ... containing the necessary conditions for the
artwork of the future '.33
III
To this end, Wagner sought renewal not only of the public nature of artbut also of
the unity of the arts(to some extent presaged, if at a lowly qualitative level, in the
agglomerative extravaganzas of Meyerbeer). Already in 1794, Goethe had
remarked, upon re-reading Homer, how differently mankind would have developed had it never come to know Oriental melancholy, 'if Homer had remained
our Bible'.34 And for Wagner, as the polis had disintegrated, so had 'the great
of tragedy'. The decadence of later tragedy (Euripides) and, subGesamtkunstwerk
sequently, the 'mad laughter' of Aristophanes's comedies upon its ruins were
followed by 'two thousand years of philosophy', joyless purveyor of 'serious
moods'.35 Should these words sound similar to the Birth of Tragedy,this bears
testimony to the largely unacknowledged debt Nietzsche owed to Wagner and,
indeed, to Hegel. Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe notes astutely that Wagner's dramas
constituted for the young Nietzsche 'the offering of a work which explicitly
thematizes the question of its own possibility as a work - this makes it modern and which thereby carries in itself, as its most intimate subject, the question of the
30 L. Feuerbach, Principlesof thephilosophyof thefuture, trans. M. H. Vogel (Indianapolis, 1986), ??43,
41, PP. 58-60.
31 R. Wagner, My life, trans. A. Gray, ed. M. Whittall (Cambridge, 1983), p. 180.
32 Wagner, 'Autobiographische Skizze', in SS, I, p. Io.
33 Wagner, 'Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft', p. 123.
34 In conversation with Carl August Bottiger, in Goethe, Simtliche Werke,III, pp. 721-2.
35 Wagner, 'Die Kunst und die Revolution', pp. 12-13.
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essence of art'.36'Naive' art, according to Schiller's influential typology, was
no longer possible, only 'sentimental' art. In Hegelian terms, art gave way to
reflectionupon art: that is, to aesthetics.
Moreover, authenticreligiongave way to dogma and exploitation.What came
to pass for art was brokendown into its constituentparts,with no relationshipto
true, 'purely human' life, thus mirroringthe societalparticularismand egoism of
the bourgeoisera. This was, in reality,not art at all, but mere fashion: artificial,
arbitrarystimulus.Individualisticluxuryand the concomitant,alienatingtorments
of this 'needless need' had replacedtrue, communalneed, the prerequisiteof all
true art.37Wagner drew an analogy with the desire of the purely instrumental
musician to divorce himself from the community and to make music alone.
'Truly, the entiretyof our modern art resemblesthe keyboard:in it, each individual component carriesout the work of a mutuality,but, unfortunately,in abstracto
and with utterlack of tone. Hammers- but no men!' It was no accident,Wagner
commented in a footnote, that Liszt, the miracle worker of the piano, was now
turninghis attentionsto the orchestra,and, thereby,to the human voice.38
By contrast, the primary artworksof lyric poetry and the 'later, conscious,
highest perfection' of tragedy had, of religiousnecessity,fused the three 'purely
human' varietiesof art: dance, music,and poetry.39(Dance,or gesture,wouldplay
a lesserrole as Wagner'stheory developed.)Having developedseparatelyas far as
they could, the artswould now come togetheronce again, 'in the representation
of life, the ever new subject'.40 The artworkof the futurewould thus satisfyspirit's
need forunity,albeitat a higherlevel of dialecticalmediationthan duringantiquity,
incorporatingand turningto good use some, at least, of the 'mechanicalmiracles'
of modern civilization.41
For example, the modern orchestra,which 'indisputably
of
possessesafaculty speech', would assume the role of the Greek chorus,voicing
the innermost aspects of the drama and commenting upon the stage action. It
could communicate via feeling and, through the instrumentalmotifs, via conAs the sisterarts would once again come togetherin
ceptual thought (Gedanke).42
the service of the universal drama, so, by these means, could the portrayalof
individualsin tragedybe sublatedinto 'infiniteuniversalfeeling, out of which the
individualfeelings of each performercan grow into their greatestfullness'.43

IV
Yet, it should be emphasized that Wagner's religious artwork,dramatizingthe
downfall of the gods, was to be 'religious' only in the sense that Feuerbach's
36 P. Lacoue-Labarthe,'The caesuraof religion', in Levin, ed., Operathrough
othereyes,p. 5537 Wagner, 'Das Kunstwerkder Zukunft',pp. 56-8.
38 R. Wagner, OperundDrama,ed. K. Kropfinger(Stuttgart,1994)(henceforthOD),pp. 131-2.
39 Wagner, 'Das Kunstwerkder Zukunft',pp. 49-50, 67.
40
Wagner, 'Das Kiinstlertumder Zukunft',in SS,xi, p. 271.
41 OD,p. 8o. Wagner speakshere with particularreferenceto Berlioz'sinnovatoryorchestration.
42 Ibid., pp. 329, 349.

43 Wagner, 'Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft', p.

157.
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philosophy was 'religious', that is, alert to and rejoicing in a non-transcendental
religious sentiment. And it was likewise to be 'philosophical' only in the sense that
Feuerbach's 'philosophy' was 'philosophical'. Wagner wrote that what had
'really induced me to attach so much importance to Feuerbach was his conclusion, which had led him to abandon his original master, Hegel: namely that
the best philosophy is to have no philosophy at all'. Feuerbach's insight that
what we call 'spirit' ... [lies] in our aestheticperceptionsof the tangible world, together
with his verdict of the futilityof philosophy [that is, metaphysics],was what affordedme
such usefulsupportin my conceptionof a work of art which would be all-embracingwhile
remainingcomprehensibleto the simplest,purelyhuman power of discernment,that is, of
the drama made perfect at the moment of its realisationof every artisticintention in 'the
artworkof the future'.44
It is noteworthy that Wagner, like Marx, who also owed Feuerbach a great deal,
takes his cue more from Feuerbach's Principlesof thephilosophyof thefuture than its
wider-known predecessor, The essenceof Christianity.The former expands criticism
of Christianity to all metaphysics; the latter falls victim, Wagner considered, to
'sprawl and [to] rather unhelpful prolixity in the development of the simple basic
idea, the interpretation of religion from a purely psychological standpoint'.45
In the Principles,the activities of theology and philosophy - and it is crucial for
understanding Feuerbach that they be seen as human activities- are criticized not
on empiricist, still less positivist, grounds. He is not concerned to disprovethe truths
enunciated in the Gospels or even the metaphysical claims of Pauline theology.
Instead, Feuerbach criticizes theological and philosophical activity in Hegeliananthropological terms, in the context of their origins in social needs and dependency, in social forms of existence and organization, and in the context of their
consequences in these terms. 'God' or 'Spirit' is detranscendentalized, translated
into consciousness of man's 'species being'. Feuerbach thus claims:
What Hegel disapprovinglyobservesregardingFichte'sphilosophy- namely, that everyone believes the ego to be himself, that everyone is reminded of himself and yet does not
find the ego in himself- is valid for speculativephilosophy in general. It comprehends
almost all things in a sense by which they are no longer recognised.46
This expresses itself first in religious consciousness, such as Wagner saw in Athens,
thereafter abstracted and mystified in theology:
When polytheism had virtually negated itself... and the philosophershad destroyed it
scientifically,there emerged out of itself the new creationof Christianity.Christianitywas
the offspringof the people; so long as it remaineda purelypopularexpression,everything
in it was powerful, honest, and true - a necessary error: spontaneously, this popular
phenomenon (Erscheinung)
compelled the conversionof the whole intellect and culture of
the Graeco-Romanworld, and only then, when it had become an object of intelligence,
of science, did its error become dishonest and hypocritical,as theology- when theology
could go no further,philosophy entered; this latter is overcome (aufgehoben)
... and then,
44 Wagner, My Ife, p. 431.

45 Ibid., p. 430.

46 Feuerbach, Principles,? 23, p. 37.
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behold, ... the popular expression of this outcome appears in communism, which once
again springssolely from the people.47
Such 'communism' was very much similar to that being propagated by fellow
radicals such as Marx, Ruge, Otto Wigand (Leipzig publisher of Ruge's journals
and, in 1849, of two of Wagner's works: Art and revolutionand The Wibelungs),
and Wagner's poet friend, Georg Herwegh (another contributor to the DeutschfranzosischerJahrbiicher).Moving away from the increasingly self-absorbed, even
self-obsessed, religious criticism of the Berlin Freiencentred around Bruno Bauer,
their political concerns were yet distinguished from the 'vulgar kind' of communism by its use as an artistic term, centred upon the process of creation. The
creative act was far more important than plans to redistribute wealth. Ultimately,
this stance owed a great deal to Schiller's Letterson the aestheticeducationof man, in
which man is portrayed as essentially creative: when encouraged, or even when
simply left to his own devices, man will create.
Wagner also sought to blur, and eventually to eradicate, the distinction between actor (or performer) and audience: another typically Romantic concern. If
everyone must be an artist, then a play such as Ludwig Tieck's Puss-in-bootshad
followed suit by boasting roles for authors, actors, audience, and stagehands.
Criticism of the play comes from characters as well as the audience. Members of
the audience then respond, by asking characters to maintain the illusion of art,
and so on - this all to the bewilderment of the so-called 'real' audience.48
Moreover, the 'artist derives enjoyment', Wagner wrote, in Schillerian fashion,
'not only from the object of his creative labour, but from the very act of creation'.
This contrasted with the artisan,whose work gave him 'no pleasure; it is only a
nuisance'.4' The crucial matter was that activity should be free, conducted for its
own sake; it must certainly not be the means to a mercenary end. However,
whereas Schiller had seen the aesthetic education of man as the only way of
moving towards a reorganization of social relations, Wagner believed that change
in the nature of man and society must be simultaneous, or perhaps even the other
way round.
If the stagecraft of the Ring is less experimental than that of Tieck's protosurrealist intimations, the political significance of Wagner's work goes beyond his
Romantic forebears. In a letter to Theodor Uhlig, he declared:
A performance
only the
[of the Ring]is something I can conceive of only aftertheRevolution;
Revolution can offer me the artists and listeners I need. The coming Revolution must
business
of ours: they must all perish, and will
necessarilyput an end to this whole theatrical
certainlydo so; it is inevitable.50
47 Wagner, 'Das Kiinstlertumder Zukunft',
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This was Wagner's radical socialist echo of the desire enunciated by the German
Romantic poet, Novalis, for everyone to become an artist and everything to
become art.51
But Wagner also finds himself impaled upon the horns of the classical dilemma
of committed art, which Carl Dahlhaus summarizes nicely:
It is a dilemmafor the proponentsof ... sociallycommittedart, that the kindof societythey
are aiming at does not as yet exist. It is difficultto decide whetherworks of art should be
judged with regardto the future,the social utopia come true, or with regardto their direct
utilityvalue at the revolutionaryintermediatestage.52
On a sombre connected note, Dieter Borchmeyer has argued that, for over forty
years Wagner sought to create a 'public', which would draw the artist out of
isolation, yet every attempt brought in its wake further scepticism and resignation.53 Such would be the perennial tragedy of the musical modernism to which
Wagner acted as godfather. For 'our theatrical public', Wagner complained in
Opera and drama, 'has no need for the artwork; it desires diversionfrom the
stage, ... well-crafted (kiinstlich)details,rather than the necessity of artistic (kiinstleNonetheless, if Wagner's dilemma never resolved itself,
risch)unityand coherence'.54
it was not for the want of trying.
V
Wagner's plans involved the use of myth, described as a 'primaeval, anonymous
folk poem, which we find treated in new ways by the great poets from every age of
artistic perfection'. In myth, 'the conventional form of human relations, only
explicable by abstract reasoning, disappears almost completely. Instead, only that
which is eternally comprehensible and purely human appears in an inimitable
concrete form.'" Artistic essence prevails over diverting incidentals, just as in the
matter of national accoutrements, whose boundaries he believed to have been
crossed by Goethe and Schiller. Their 'purely human' form of art incorporated
the ripest fruits of, yet far surpassed, Romance drama.56 Likewise, whereas
Sophoclean Thebes had been no mere allegory of Athens, addressing more universal issues, there had remained points of contact. Modern Classical scholarship
has tended to swing in the opposite direction, attacking nineteenth-century ideas
of the 'Hellenic spirit' and its source of inspiration, and likewise questioning that
'universal' significance of tragedy suggested in Aristotle's Poetics,which in any
case pertained more to Sophocles than to tragedy as a whole. In this respect,
Romantics,
oftheGerman
p. 48.
political
writings
51Novalis,'Faithandlove',? 39, in Beiser,ed.,Early
and
andthe avantgarde',in D. PuffettandA. Clayton,trans.,Schoenberg
52C. Dahlhaus,'Progress
thenewmusic
(Cambridge,
1987),p. 17.
Richard
andtheatre,
trans.S. Spencer(Oxford,1991),p. 2.
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54 OD, p. 388.
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Wagner stands in an interesting position, acknowledging both the 'universalism'
of tragedy and, at the same time, its 'national' spirit, which he wished to overcome. Wagner also stressed, in typical Young Hegelian style, the crucial ethical
distinction between modernity and antiquity, and therefore between the artwork
of the future and Greek drama. The latter was founded upon slavery, rendering
its destruction inevitable."7
It is noteworthy that, when called upon to interpret his own works, Wagner's
tendency was to place them in a wider, more 'universal' context. It is the political
significance, whether for antiquity or modernity, which comes to the fore in his
analysis of the cedipus myth in Operaand drama.58An important precedent from a
previous intellectual generation, with related yet different concerns, was the celebrated 1841 Potsdam production, under the aegis of Frederick William IV, of
Sophocles's Antigonein Ludwig Tieck's translation. Mendelssohn had composed
an overture and choral settings, an example which Wagner cites unfavourably.59
The liberal, even radical, dawn promised by the king's accession in 1840 and
the attendant brief relaxation of censorship had not yet proved utterly false, so
parallels were drawn between Creon's polis and the Prussian state, or at least an
idealized version thereof. Wagner, however, sees in that very Potsdam production
a prophecy of the state's destruction.60
Myth, Wagner believes, provides greater scope for expressing the essence of
history than history itself. Connections between characters, objects, and ideas
become less problematical. Wotan, the spear, and the history of contract, or
Loge, fire, and self-consciousness, can readily refer to one another, whereas this
would run the risk of appearing contrived in straightforwardly historical narrative. Looking back in 1851 at Tannhduser,and explaining his preference for that
work over a projected drama concerning Frederick Barbarossa, Wagner writes:
Here it was the folk-poemthat ever capturedthe essence of the phenomenon and thereby
revealed it in simple, pictorial outline. There, however, in an historical context, ... the
phenomenon is revealed in a multicoloured, superficial diffuseness, and achieves its
graphicform only when the populareye perceivesits essentialnature,endowingit with the
form of an artisticmyth.61
Although there might be a measure of self-delusion or even disingenuousness with
respect to the 'simplicity' of Wagner's myth, the important point is that of
essence. If the poet-composer has truly penetrated to the essence of the myth, he
may proceed to restructure, to expand, and to connect both with other myths
and, somewhat less openly, with history itself- and even with the future. The
role of history is more apparent, for example, in The Wibelungen:world-history
from the sagas (1849-50), many of its themes finding their way into the Ring in
more 'purified' mythological form.62 Wagner not only went back beyond the
"
58
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Nibelungenliedto link the tragedy of Siegfried's death with the ancient myths of
the Germanic gods, but also looked forward, to incorporate what he saw to
be the essence of the subsequent course of history and its necessary outcome.
Writing in the wake of Young Hegelian writers such as Feuerbach, David Strauss,
and Friedrich Theodor Vischer, Wagner felt none of Hegel's sober disdain for
myth as failing to contain history.63 Instead, he felt prepared - as did Marx,
perhaps more covertly, in Capital- to combine more recent insights into the
essence of myth with a transformed version of Hegelian concerns with the philosophy of history and politics. Teutonic mythology, for a while, had become
closely, though by no means exclusively, linked with liberal and radical politics.
Peter Feddersen Stuhr, for example, lectured at the University of Berlin from
1826 to 1851 upon German history, Nordic mythology, and its philosophy, whilst
contributing articles to Ruge's journals and criticizing Hegel's philosophy of
religion in Young Hegelian style.64 And, still closer to Wagner's subject matter,
the young Engels wrote in 1840 for Karl Gutzkow's Telegraph
fir Deutschland,
under the pseudonym 'Friedrich Oswald', eulogizing 'Siegfried's homeland' and
asking: 'What is the Hannolied [the song of Anno, archbishop of Cologne]
against the Nibelungen?''I have sworn loyalty to the flag of [David] Strauss', he
proudly enthused in correspondence, claiming to have become 'a first-class
mythologist '.65
Wagnerian myth, the composer was determined, would not be enclosed
within what he saw to be the ossified Aristotelian unities epitomized by the
imitative Racine. It would, rather, constitute a 'broad circle of relationships',
which would not mirror but intensify and account for reality - and hold it to
account.66 Adorno totally missed the point when he averred that Wagner 'refused
to jeopardize the spell of opera by immersing it in the sober factuality of concrete
social conditions'. Wagner's post-Feuerbachian vision of the 'purely human'
most certainly does not equate to 'the idea of an unvarying human nature '.67
He simply takes a different route from the equally post-Feuerbachian Marx.
Wagner's claim in Operaand dramathat that which is 'incomparable about myth
is that it is true at all times and its content, by virtue of poetic compression, is
inexhaustible for all times' is often cited. It is rarely noted, however, that Wagner
then declares the 'poet's task' to be interpretation of that myth; nor is much
attention paid to the hermeneutical necessity implied in its 'inexhaustibility'.68
Wagner anticipates Claude Levi-Strauss in ascribing to myth a past, a
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present, and a future; he also harks back to Novalis and the venerable
'Allegory of Time'.69 Indeed, Novalis had looked forward (and backward) to the
Wagnerian day
When the world will be returned
to a life free unto itself,
and man will recognize in myth and poem
the true eternalworld history.70
Not all myths, however, were equal. Whilst lauding the 'ability of Christian
myth to enthral our minds' via its depiction of' transfiguration
throughdeath',Wagner
also condemned it for having distorted and denied the anthropomorphism of
Germanic myth, constructing instead a new theology. Rendered incapable of
necessary regeneration, myth - like politics and artistic unity - had 'fragmented
into its individual, self-contained, component parts ... its dramatic nucleus
broken down into a plethora of unrelated deeds'.71 Following the final, but not
quite decisive, onslaught of the Enlightenment upon mythical 'barbarism',
reconstruction had begun with eighteenth-century opponents of that movement,
such as Vico and Herder, and gathered pace with Novalis, Schelling, and other
Romantics. Myth became an object both of intellectual interest and of reverence.
If the oeuvres of writers on the cusp of Romanticism, such as Goethe and
Rousseau, had represented great personalconfessions, myth could now be seen as
the confession of an entire community. The following words from Friedrich
Schlegel's Dialogueonpoetrymight have been intended almost as a prospectus for
Wagner's mythological history:
It seems to me that he who could understandthe age ... would be able to succeed in
graspingthe poles of mankind,to know and to recognizethe activityof the firstmen as well
as the nature of the Golden Age to come. Then the empty chatterwould stop, and man
would become consciousof what he is: he would understandthe earth and the sun.72
Artistic representation, for the Romantic Schelling, annulled in its 'absolute'
totality any separation of image and symbol, and could thereby claim precedence
over conceptual knowledge - an idea scorned by Hegel.73 'Only in the romantic',
wrote Thomas Mann, 'can popular appeal unite with the extreme of subtlety.'
And only Romanticism, 'in league, of course, with music, toward which it
continually aspires', has 'the power to materialize - and popularize - the highly
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intellectual under the guise of an orgy of the senses'.74 There exists no superior
summary of Wagner's 'emotionalization of the intellect'.
Romantic influences were not replacedin Wagner's world-view, but supplemented
by a more sober Straussian approach. David Strauss's principal interest in myth,
in his Life ofJesus, had been not so much to show, in an eighteenth-century deist
sense, that Christianity had been 'false', but that its doctrine was no longer true
for the present age. It was to be absorbed into a subsequent, higher stage of
spiritual and cultural development. Beyond naive supernaturalism and reductive
rationalist naturalism lay the 'new viewpoint', the 'mythical'." As John Edward
Toews has written, 'It is ironical that Strauss gained his reputation as a nihilistic
destroyer of the traditional faith through the publication of a book that originated
in his own profound need to demonstrate the identity of content in Christian faith
and philosophical knowledge.'76 Christology must be salvaged from the Gospels,
extended to the whole of mankind. The god-man was not unique, but typical of
mankind's potential. 'Is not the idea of the unity of divine and human natures real
in a more profound sense', asked Strauss, 'if I regard the entire human race
rather than a single man as its realization?'77 In this sense, the Christian myth was
still of great value - an imaginative symbolization of man's hopes, an 'unconscious' work of the collective experience of a 'whole society'."78Such was the vein
in which Wagner heeded the clarion call from Strauss's aesthetician colleague,
Friedrich Theodor Vischer, to write a great, heroic opera arising from the Nibelungenlied.Vischer's article became quite celebrated and was often paraphrased.
For instance, in 1846, Franz Brendel, successor to Schumann as editor of the Neue
ZeitschriftjiirMusik and, notably, not a composer but an influential Hegelian aesthetician, declared that the composer of such an opera as envisaged by Vischer
would become 'the man of the age'.i" This was the Hegelian world-historical role
Wagner sought to assume - or, rather, the world-historical role he believed to
have been thrust upon him.
VI
During what Wagner described as the two thousand dark years of 'philosophy'
consequent to the dissolution of tragedy, there had shone few beacons of hope.
'Here and there, art's dazzling beams lit up the night of unhappy thought, of
mankind's brooding madness.' Nonetheless, the madness of Christian practice,
which bore such little relation to the teachings of Christ himself, had prevailed.
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'Christianity was neither art itself, nor could it ever bring forth from within itself
[such] true, living strength.' The cloister replaced the amphitheatre.80 It is worth
looking at what Wagner has to say with respect to this brooding madness and the
occasional beams of light, in order to understand his declaration: 'I shall write no
more operas and, since I do not wish to invent an arbitrary name for my works, so
shall I call them dramas,since at least this denotes most clearly the attitude from
which I present them and in which they must be received'."s
Art had taken a battering even before the rise of the church. Wagner followed
Hegel's Philosophyof history,which has survived from Wagner's Dresden library,
in viewing the triumph of Rome as poor compensation for the loss of Athens.82
He symbolized the transformation of politics and culture by the parallel transformation of Hermes into Mercury. Hermes had been 'the incarnation of Zeus's
thoughts; he swept down, in winged flight, from the heavens to the depths, to
proclaim the almighty power of the sovereign god'. Mercury's winged mission,
however, would be far more 'practical'. It 'signified the nimble activity of haggling, profiteering merchants', which, subsequently 'crowned with the halo of
Christian hypocrisy', had persisted and intensified unto the present day. Mercury
had become
the god of the modernworld, the holy, high-noblegod of five per cent, the commanderand
master of ceremonies to our modern 'art'. You see him incarnate in a bigoted English
banker, ... who engages principalsfrom the Italian opera to sing privatelyfor him in his
drawingroom insteadof in the theatre(thoughnever upon the holy Sunday),since he will
glory in paying more for the privilege. Behold Mercury and his quick-to-learnhandmaiden, modern art!"83
If we pause for a moment to contrast this situation with Attic tragedy, its gravity
becomes clear. 'Our God is money', Wagner continues, 'our religion its acquisition'.84 Gone is the Greek religion of art, or art of religion. Public life has
vanished, in favour of an unholy alliance of private counting-houses and 'Christian' privacy. The conjunction was far from accidental, for having located man's
goal entirely outside his earthly existence, life could 'remain the object of man's
care only with respect of his most unavoidable needs'. Industry thus came to rule
over the earth, neglected by an absolute, utterly transcendental
God, and so, 'art
sold itself, body and soul', to its new mistress." Art as free, productive activity the mainstay of the Schillerian communism discussed above - has been perverted, alienated, privatized. The true nature of Mercury's art 'is industry, its
moral purpose the acquisition of money, its aesthetic purpose the entertainment
of the bored'. It was difficult to decide whose hypocrisy was the more base: that of
Louis XIV at Versailles, hearing with satisfaction the eloquent verse of Corneille
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and Racine, declaiming the Greek hatred of tyranny, or that of the playwrights
themselves for thus serving the ruling class."8
Gone, moreover, was the unity of the arts. Theatre had become 'a mere institution for entertainment, something to pass the time, as a surrogate for cardgames and the like'."87 Opera in particular had become a 'chaos' of 'sensuous
elements', randomly mixed and served up, each spectator choosing whatever
took his fancy - 'here the dainty leap of a ballerina, there the singer's daring
passage-work, here the set-painter's brilliant effect, there the amazing eruption of
an orchestral volcano'." In this way, Rossini and company had become the toast
of the 'entire civilized world', and acquired the protection of Metternich and
his European System.89 With Meyerbeer, the 'secret' of whose music Wagner
unmasked - a typical Young Hegelian conceit - as 'effect', opera had reached its
nadir. It had degenerated to the level of an 'outrageously coloured, historicoromantic, devilish-religious, sanctimonious-lascivious, risque-sacred, saucy-mysterious, sentimental-swindling, dramatic farrago'.90 The chaos of the modern
division of labour was reflected, reified even, in its tawdry entertainments; the
egotism of the Parisian juste milieuwas the progenitor of grand opera, in which
arbitrary conjunction of unmotivated spectacles replaced true artistic unity. To
the German idealist mind, the realms of art, politics, and philosophy were inextricably related; art was a 'social product'." One could thus be forgiven for
mistaking Wagner's critique of contemporary culture for the following Self-critique
of liberalism,in which Ruge castigates the 'wise men of philosophy':
The wit and the stale humour of great cities, which are always on the lookout for momentary stars and leaders, the idolisation ... of fame, the hollow enthusiasm for dancing
girls, gladiators, musicians, athletes - what does all this demonstrate? Nothing but the
blase culture that lacks real work for great goals ... Play with your super-cleverness and
bore yourself to death ... but do not think that you are a total human ... The purpose of
worldly culture, only to want to be clever, and of philosophism, only to want to be
knowledgeable, is an indeterminate
purpose and is related to real, effective, determinate
purposes exactly as Christianity in general is related to a real confession of Christianity."2

VII
Into this potent vision of tragic renewal, strongly coloured by Young Hegelian
conceptions of myth and artistic unity, was introduced the crucial aspect of direct
revolutionary experience. The Saxon uprising was of a different order from many
other German
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not least at the grass-roots level of insurgency. It also came rather late in the day,
attracting on the run no less a revolutionary than Mikhail Bakunin, whom
Wagner came to know rather well - and whose influence upon the Ring drama
itself would run deep. (Bakunin had also been another member of the DeutschfranzdsischerJahrbiichercircle.) The Prussian monarch, Frederick William IV had
already refused the imperial crown, on 3 April 1849, throwing the Frankfurt
parliament into utter disarray. Sir Lewis Namier's 'revolution of the intellectuals'
was foundering upon the contradictions of liberalism."9 Yet the Left had not
capitulated. Frederick William's refusal was followed immediately by Wagner's
angry catechism, Revolution,published in the Volksblitter,a newspaper edited by
August R6ckel:
Root and branch shall I ['Revolution'] destroythe order of things ... I shall destroyevery
illusion(Wahn)that exercisespower over mankind.I shall destroyall dominion, that of the
dead over the living, and that of matterover spirit;I shall destroythe power of ... law and
of property.May man's own will be his master ... his strengthhis only property,for only
the free individualis sacred ... Life is its only law.94
to Wagner at
Rockel, himself a composer, was assistant conductor (Musikdirektor)
Dresden for five years from 1843 to 1848, and the two became close friends. Like
Engels - though without his first-hand experience - R6ckel had studied movements of social reform in England and France. It was only after meeting him that
Wagner had begun to acquire political works for his Dresden library.
The author of Revolutionalso engaged himself in plans for the musical drama,
and two prose dramas: Jesus of
Siegfried'sTod (later to become G6tterddmmerung)
I (Barbarossa, whom Heine had named the provisional god
Nazarethand Frederick
of the coming revolution, to return, 'holding in his hand the divine sceptre of
liberty, and carrying upon his head the imperial crown without a Cross')."95 In
addition, our tireless writer and composer somehow found time to involve himself
in plans for armed insurrection in Dresden. It has often been claimed that
Wagner and R6ckel ordered a large number of hand grenades, although this
remains uncertain, but Wagner was certainly involved in the purchase of rifles for
the Vaterlandsverein
upon the outbreak of insurrection.
'worked
Wagner
indefatigably for the provisional government as an envoy,
and
His previous loyalty towards the king of Saxony had
scout'.96
intermediary,
been strained, perhaps even obliterated, by Frederick Augustus II's flagrant
and intentionally provocative breach of the constitution on 30 April. In imitation
of the king of Prussia, Frederick Augustus had dissolved the parliament and
(London,1944).
93L. B. Namier,1848:therevolution
oftheintellectuals
94 Wagner,'Die Revolution',
in SS,xII,pp. 248-9.
Werke
in E. Elster,ed., Siimtliche
(7 vols., Leipzigand Vienna,
95 Heine, 'Elementargeister',
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also have planned a drama upon the subjectof Achilles.
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dismissed most of his ministers. Gotterdiimmerung,
it seemed, had arrived. Even in
the tempered version of events adumbrated in My life, Wagner admits that soon
he 'quite consciously abandoned all personal considerations and decided to surrender myself to the stream of events, to bear me on that direction in which my
feelings about life had urged me with an acquiescence born of despair'. R6ckel
gleefully informed him of the 'shivers of decorous horror' he had elicited from the
timid provisional government. 'He had suggested, he said, defending the most
vulnerable barricades by encircling them with pitch and, if the worst came to the
worst, setting them alight ... I let him go his way ... and didn't see him again for
thirteen years.'97
For the uprising was brutally crushed on 8 May. Wagner, by way of an
extraordinary string of circumstances, managed to escape into exile in Zurich,
many of his comrades being less fortunate. Nothing could be learned of R6ckel
and Bakunin, Wagner recalled, 'apart from the fact that they had been charged
with high treason and could expect the death sentence'.98 This expectation was
confirmed, although the sentences were commuted. Wagner, his name adorning
several 'Wanted' posters, could have expected similar treatment had his flight
been unsuccessful. In an article upon 'German refugees in Switzerland', a
newspaper correspondent reported:
Of all the townsin Switzerland,this [Zurich]is the one that has alwaysbeen the most open
to foreigners,and it is here that the greatestnumberof refugeesare to be found, albeitvery
few of their leaders.We see them everywhere.Their main meeting place, however, is the
Cafe litteraire [sic] on the Weinplatz, whose landlord, Herr GroB, once freed Robert
Steiger from prison in Lucerne. Here, where Zurich'sliberalshave long foregathered,let
me firstshow you the Saxons. They form a little group around the member of the former
provisionalgovernment,Karl Todt; the man has grown very old and attemptsin vain to
silence unwelcomeinner voices. Beside him is the pitifulfigureof anotherformermember
of the Diet, Herr Jaickel... who cowers beside Todt like a misshapen question-mark.
still keeps his
KapellmeisterWagner, by contrast, the inspired composer of Tannhduser,
head above water and refusesto be cowed by fate. With him, his enthusiasmwas genuine,
with no reservationsof any kind - of how many others ... is it still possibleto say this?"99
Kapellmeister Wagner settled in Zurich to write his most important theoretical
works and thence to resume his Ring project. With this magnumopus,he wrote to
Theodor Uhlig, he intended to 'make clear to the men of the Revolution the
meaningof that Revolution, in its noblest sense'.'oo
Wagner's cycle of tragedies would thus be understood in the Aristotelian
tradition of the constructed mimesis of an event. Schiller, looking to the future as
well as to the present, had famously affixed the motto In tyrannos!to the title-page
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of the second edition of The robbers,sounding a clarion call against the arbitrary
excesses of the duke of Wiirttemburg and tyrants everywhere. In Fidelio, and not
only in Fidelio,Beethoven had followed suit. Wagner, an avowed follower of both
Schiller and Beethoven, looks not only to the present and to the future, but to
history as well. To return to Novalis, Wagner wishes, in his mythical allegory of
time, to write a true, eternal world history, albeit a history that aims at least to
anticipate the revolution to come.

